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NEW QUESTION: 1
How is High Availability (HA) implemented in IBM Tivoli Netcool Performance Manager for
Wireline and Wireless?
A. useDB2HA
B. use IBM Tivoli System Automation for Multiplatforms
C. use Oracle RAC
D. use IBM Tivoli Netcool Performance Manager HA Module
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which statement about the RPF interface in a BIDIR-PIM network is true?
A. There is no RPF interface concept in BIDIR-PIM networks
B. In a BIDIR-PIM network the RPF interface is always the interface that is used to reach the
source.
C. In a BIDIR network the RPF interface is always the interface that is used to reach the PIM
rendezvous point.
D. In a BIDIR-PIM network the RPF interface can be the interface that is used reach the PIM
rendezvous or the interface that is used to reach the source.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which command will display the Route Target associated to a specific prefix on an Nokia 7750
SR?
A. Either (b) or (d)
B. Show router <service-id> route-table
C. Show router bgp routes
D. Show router bgp routes <prefix> detail
E. Show router route-table
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Refer to the graphic. IPsec VPN uses ESP to encrypt which fields?
A. TCP, Data and ESP Trailer
B. ESP, TCP, Data, ESP Trailer and ESP Auth
C. ESP, TCP, Data and ESP Trailer
D. ESP, TCP and Data
Answer: A
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